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Disclaimer
This communication is provided for information purposes only. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an
offer to purchase any currency or token. This document does not constitute a prospectus nor offer document
of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer or solicitation of any investment or other product or
service in any jurisdiction. This document does not constitute advice to purchase any MetaOneVerse Tokens
nor should it be relied upon in connection with any contract or purchasing decision, accounting, legal or tax
advice, or investment recommendation.
Throughout this whitepaper (“Whitepaper”), the use of the word “MetaOneVerse” or “MetaOneVerse
Token”, can refer interchangeably to either the Company (or any of its subsidiaries). The purpose of the
information contained in this Whitepaper is to summarize certain developments with respect to the Project
which may be of interest to the recipient. The views expressed in this Whitepaper are the subjective views of
the MetaOneVerse Project personnel, based on information which is believed to be reliable and has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty is made, expressed or
implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the
information and opinions. Certain information contained in this Whitepaper constitutes forward-looking
statements, which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”,
“should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “target”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend or the negatives thereof or other
variations thereon or comparable terminology.

The information contained in this Whitepaper is current as of the date indicated in it. The project as
envisaged in this Whitepaper is under development and is being constantly updated, including but not
limited to key governance and technical features. The token (as described in this Whitepaper) involves and
relates to the development and use of experimental platforms (software) and technologies that may not
come to fruition or achieve the objectives specified in this Whitepaper.
If and when the platform is completed, it may differ significantly from the platform set out in this
Whitepaper. No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any plans,
future projections or prospects. Nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or
representation as to the future.
MetaOneVerse Token whitepaper: You must read this Whitepaper and any other documents as designated by
the MetaOneVerse Token Project before making any decision to purchase MetaOneVerse Tokens.
The following is applicable:
1. This Whitepaper and its subject matter have not been and will not be registered under any legal or
regulatory regime, nor have they been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority.
2. This document is not a prospectus nor a solicitation for investment.
This document does not pertain to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. Under no circumstances do
this Whitepaper or any other materials constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such
offer, solicitation, or sale would be unlawful.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A truly rewarding token with incentivize holders with BUSD dividends, BUSD is one of the most powerful
stable cryptocurrency at the moment.
“MetaOneVerse” is not just a token; it is a revolutionary idea for all people associated with crypto, bringing
virtual NFT, assets & Gaming together to create an ever-rewarding token along with virtual asset
development.
First real use will be happening in World where instead of putting money in banks for financial transaction,
MetaOneVerse will connect all major crypto tokens, will bridge them together to make a MetaOneVerse
bridge and that will be used for financial transactions across world with use of its own D-App wallet, this will
give leverage to common user by eliminating third party watch dogs and control of someone else over their
money.

Imagine you are going to a shop to buy something, instead of paying them with fiat currency you will be
able to pay them with your crypto, paying your mobile recharge with crypto, paying your most common
material needs by MetaOneVerse token.
In future MetaOneVerse token will make all this happen. It will bring power of financial system back into
hands of users.

Tokenomics:
➢
➢
➢
➢

12% transaction fee
6% fee to be distributed to token holders in BUSD
1% fee to buy back for continuous burn to make it a deflationary token.
4% fee to marketing and dev team for product development and 1% for liquidity pool.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000,000 (1 Trillion)
● 30% to burn during the launch.
● 10% team allocation with a range of ownership between 0.5% and 2% per person
● 5% presale with a max of 0.5% per person held across accounts
● 12% marketing budget
● 5% development budget
● 8% liquidity and exchange listings
● 30% pooled
M1Verse the total supply of 1 Trillion, with circulation supply of 576 Billions. As the burn
wallet holds 424 Billions and will receive tokens, in distribution from all transactions. So there
is also a deflationary reduction to the total supply.

Community Distribution
6% of MetaOneVerse Token transaction is redistributed back in the form of BUSD to the
holders. This means, every transaction will increase your total amount of stable coin- BUSD.
Being a MetaOneVerse Token holder means you are invested in the future of the project and
have a say in the causes supported by it.
This distribution is proportional in relation to the holding to prevent users creating multiple
addresses solely to receive distribution tokens.
Charitable donations
MetaOneVerse has also committed to the noble cause and will be donating USD$ at each
landmark stage to orphanages listed in World.
Transactions are sent directly to a charitable cause, chosen from an approved list, shortlist by
the MetaOneVerse Token dev team and community members with a very transparent voting
system.

Deflationary Growth
At the launch 30% of the initial MetaOneVerse Token supply will be held in an inaccessible
‘Burnt Wallet’ which means that these tokens can no longer be used in circulation. This wallet
will continue to receive tokens distributed from the transaction fees so a proportion of tokens
will continue to be burnt, creating a deflationary supply.

2. DEFI TOKENS: A GROWING MARKETPLACE
DeFi (Decentralized Finance) is a peer-to-peer decentralized, pseudonymous, and open
system that enables financial services.
DeFi tokens, such as MetaOneVerse Token offer decentralized financial applications via
blockchains which recreate traditional banking and finance concepts, in a decentralized
manner. Automated and trust less systems make third party go-betweens unnecessary.
By creating a parallel financial system, DeFi tokens are creating new expectations for
transparency with significantly lower costs and faster processing. This allows users to
conduct financial operations, such as earning interest, receiving loans, network staking and
derivatives, to insurance, gaming in M1Verse and trading synthetic assets. DeFi tokens enable
decentralized applications to run on their network infrastructure.

3. INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
Disreputable Operator Activity
By far the biggest challenge to DeFi’s adoption for financial services is the trust issues caused by a number of
bad actors currently operating within the space.

MetaOneVerse Token aims to set the standard for legitimacy and trust in the industry, and help people
recognize the signs of a sustainable DeFi project in the future. The first, and most common example of such
practices are known as “Rug pulls”.
Tokens can be launched with a single wallet controlling a large proportion of the circulating supply, or a
number of wallets controlled by a coordinated group of people.
Once liquidity reaches a certain threshold, this wallet, or group of wallets, sells all their tokens, removing all
liquidity and leaves holders without the option to sell their tokens as there is no liquidity remaining. Without
locked liquidity, and with a single source holding a high proportion of tokens, these pulls can leave token
holders with no recourse.
The second challenge comes from what is known as ‘Pump and Dump’ schemes. This is where individuals
with a large number of resources inject huge amounts of liquidity into a project, without an interest in the
function of the project. They rely on hype to push the price up further and then withdraw their funds in large
single transactions, creating a panic-sell.
MetaOneVerse Token has implemented a structure to guard against both.

● Locked Liquidity
The initial liquidity, provided by the core team and pre-sale, has been locked using Mudra. This locked
liquidity means the project will continue to exist regardless of price fluctuations.

● No Mint Function
There is no ability to generate new tokens beyond the existing supply.
● Minimal Single Ownership
The core dev team split 10% of the total supply, ranging from 0.5% to 2%. The initial liquidity they provided,
which has been locked.
● Minimal Distribution & Pre-sale
To ensure there was no single wallet or person that could disrupt the project, pre-sale was limited to a
maximum of 0.5% per person with a maximum of 200 pre-sale investors.
● Clear & Transparent Community Communication
To keep the community engaged through potential volatility, we make our developments and plans as
transparent and clear as possible.
● Accessible Core Team
The development team is available through all communication channels for quires and answers. To create
more liberality and trust in project, Owners Of the project are KYC verified with good renowned audit
reports.

● Organic Growth
MetaOneVerse Token is a long-term project as such we are targeting developments to
increase our legitimacy, trust, and utility for the community, rather than substance less
promotion. With each landmark stage we will be continuously developing cutting edge
products for the real use with would be aligned with our roadmap plan.

● MetaOneVerse Token Services
MetaOneVerse Token offers a unique financial model that rewards its community and
distributes resources to where they are needed. In future MetaOneVerse will connect and
add all major BSC projects in future to leverage users maximum use cause. MetaOneVerse
will focus on high end NFT’s, Games & virtual assets (Virtual Land) in MetaVerse.

● Use Cases
The DeFi space is also currently heavily represented by so-called ‘Meme Coins’ with no real
utility or future roadmap. The coins use popular cultural symbols to attract initial interest and
rely on speculation and mania to generate momentum. While this can generate impressive
numbers, it is unsustainable and fails to utilize the potential of DeFi technology.
The success of MetaOneVerse Token relies on differentiating from this group and proving the
standards of the financial model and the future use-cases for the protocol. In order to
achieve that, MetaOneVerse will be a product-oriented project which will deliver cutting
edge financial products as it progresses.

● Web 3.0 Era
In the world of digital assets web 3.0 will at the core of the internet. Where most of the
applications and services of todays world would be powered by blockchain, metaverse
and digital assets and etc… which can change the world of viewing things for internet. In
these web 3.0 era internet will also accommodates as home to live, ownership of virtual
land and true control over privacy.
Metaoneverse token will going to play some major roles in web 3.0 Era of Internet, as the
products of the project are Web 3.0 based games in MetaVerse with P2E features. User
attention rewards in the games themes featuring, ownership of land in the web,
MetaOneVerse which will feature and provide other individual personal their own land
ownership, home theme designing, character designing and etc..

4. THE MetaOneVerse Token ECONOMY AND COMMERCIAL MODEL
1. A user buys MetaOneVerse Token tokens through an exchange or swap.
2. A 12% transaction fee is collected, meaning they receive 88% of the original transaction

value in MetaOneVerse Token in return for their origin currency (USDT Or BNB).
3. 6% of this amount is then distributed back to holders of MetaOneVerse Token in form of

BUSD, based on proportional holdings.
4. 4% of the transaction fee is reserved for marketing & 1% for liquidity.

5. 1% of the transaction is used for buy back tokens and burn them forever by sending them

to burn wallet to make it a hyper deflationary token it’s a strategic burn.

● The MetaOneVerse BNB Token
MetaOneVerse Token is an BEP-20 token.
BEP20 is an official protocol for proposing improvements to the Binance smart chain BNB
network.
This is a common standard for creating tokens on the BNB blockchain.
Wallets and exchanges then use this standard to integrate multiple BEP20 tokens onto
their platforms, enabling the exchange of multiple BEP20 tokens and other
cryptocurrencies.
While MetaOneVerse reward Token is an BEP20 token, there exists the possibility to build
a ‘bridge’ to other networks, such as the Ethereum chain that would allow more people
to join the MetaOneVerse Token Community.

● MetaOneVerse BlockChain

As the industry now is facing quite challenges even in the mining of the single crypto
coins, which require for a normal crypto mining farm some up to Kilo-Mega watts of
energy. As the mining becoming complex day by day because of cracking “hash/s” are
lessening due to the nature of the old blockchain designs which reverting the new hash
with even more mathematical complexity to solve, which turn out to be inefficient for
miners to earn from the industry.
Where MetaOneVerse BlockChain is a advance one, developing and working on the latest
blockchain mechanism “proof-of-stake” to making the network more sustainable to
process, and very less network & gas fees.

5. Roadmap:
Q1 2022 -Launch Phase:
-

10,000 Holders
CMC Listing
BTOK Listing
Twitter Promotions

Q2 2022- Expansion Phase:
-

30,000 Holders
Launch Of Staking Program
Exchange Listing
Project Discussion Forum P.D.F
Media Coverage & Promotions

Q3 2022- Expansion & Utility Phase:
-

70,000 Holders
Tier 2 Exchange Listing
To Start Connecting Bridge Between Major BNB Projects
P2E MetaVerse Development
MetaOneVerse Wallet Release
Web 3.0 Development
MetaOneVerse Development

Q4 2022- Expansion & Setting Up Financial Team Phase:
-

100,000 Holders
Tier 1 Exchange
MetaOneVerse Demo Release
Social media promotions & celebrity endorsement
Connecting with more mega project based on BNB & other multi chain projects,
providing more benefits to users
- Starting “BlockChain Development” which gives platform for METAVERSE
related project which suffice the metaverse upcoming era
- Starting development for NFT based METAVERSE on our own blockchain, where
users can buy land, do their own virtual development, rent their virtual
properties and earn and many more virtual engagements

6. MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY BOARD
Audit of the project will be done, as time come with many auditing institution, with
also including Owner KYC Verification.
The MetaOneVerse Token is brain child of two individual who are in Crytpo
development for about 4 years, fairly doing well and want to use the power of crypto
for social and noble cause primarily at world.
The whole idea is to bring power of non centralized financial system & virtual assets
to back in the hand of common man rather than third party controllers and
manipulators.
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